Nov 11-13, 2022 - Four Points Sheraton Sac Airport

EVENT LISTING

WHERE TO GO
FOR FUN!
Natomas Meeting Space
Salon 1-2: Vendors
Salon 3: Protospiel

Rivers Ballroom

Convention Registration
Game Library
Game Signups
Silent Auction Signup
Miniatures Events
Board Games
Roleplaying
Friday Flea Market

Grand Palace (Sat/Sun)

Shark Weekend Gaming Events HQ
Warhammer 40K
Marvel Crisis Protocol
Blood Bowl

Hours of Operations:
Convention Registration
Friday 8am - 9pm
Saturday 8am - 7pm
Sunday 8am - 3pm

Vendor Hall

Friday 2-8pm
Saturday 9am - 6pm
Sunday 9am - 3pm

Friday Flea Market
Friday 8pm-11pm

Fri 9:00AM
Tabletop Board/Card Games
E-135 Learn to play: My Father's Work
by Vera Devera, Tabletop game, 3 hrs, 4 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, 13 and older
In My Father's Work, players are competing mad scientists entrusted with a page from their father's journal and a large estate in which
to perform their devious experiments. Players earn points by completing experiments, aiding the town in its endeavors, and upgrading their macabre estates.

E-169 Scythe

by Timothy Russell, World building with faction, 4 hrs, 6 players, Game,
Some tabletop gaming, 18 and older
World building with faction’s

Fantasy/SciFi Miniatures

F-150 Gaslands
by Gaslands NorCal, 4 hrs, 5 players, Game, Newcomers, Character/
Armies Supplied, All ages
Learn to play Gaslands! Gaslands is a tabletop game of postapocalyptic vehicular mayhem. With fast and cinematic rules, it is
designed to be played with toy cars, allowing players to ram, skid
and race their way through the wreckage of a burnt-out Earth!

Fri 10:00AM
Tabletop Board/Card Games
E-158 Cape May
by David Reed, 3 hrs, 4 players, Game, Newcomers, 13 and older
In Cape May, players traverse the city streets as entreprenuers, developing property while building wealth over 4 seasons to earn
prestige. The player with the most prestige wins the game!

E-130 Origins:First Builders
by Scott Mills, Origins: First Builders, 3 hrs, 4 players, Game, Some tabletop
gaming, All ages
In Origins: First Builders, you are an archon, guiding a population
of freemen, influencing the construction of buildings and monuments, climbing the three mighty zodiac temples, and taking part in
an arms race — all in an effort to leave the greatest mark on mankind's ancient history.

Fantasy/SciFi Miniatures

F-142 Stargrave : Skirmishes in a war torn galaxy
by Charlie, Stargrave, 6 hrs, 6 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, 18 and older
Stargrave Skirmish missions in a war torn universe. Three tables for
six rookie warbands. I’ll have warbands available, but also can bring
your own. 25mm figures. Plan to have two games in time allotted.

Fri 11:00AM
Tabletop Board/Card Games
E-172 Captain Sonar
by Andrew Pollak, Captain Sonar rule set, 1 hrs, 8 players, Game, Some
tabletop gaming, 13 and older
Captain Sonar base game, no prior experience required. Submarine
battle simulation, with two teams of four (Captain, Navigator, First
Officer, Engineer) competing against each other.

E-199 Windward

by Joseph Ramirez, 2 hrs, 5 players, Game, Newcomers, Any age with parent
playing.
You are a captain flying your Ship on the skies of the gaseous plan-

et Celus. Gain the most notoriety by sailing the skies, hunting
crestors, fighting opponents. Whichever player has the most notoriety points at the end of the game is the winner. To gain notoriety,
you can trade in Crestor teeth and gas at the trading post. Players
take turns to move their ships, take actions, use supply cards, and
battle other players.

Fri 12:00PM
Tabletop Board/Card Games
E-134 Firefly-Alternate Flights

by Jerrold Thomas, Firefly, 6 hrs, 6 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, 13
and older
Sail the black in a trusted Firefly ship, or try one of several alternate
vessels. Game instruction provided. Novice to veteran gamers accepted.

Open Role Playing
R-179 Harry Potter- 5 Years After Voldemort
by Helen Brubeck, D&D 5e, 5 hrs, 6 players, Game, Newcomers, All ages
Play as a third year Hogwarts student, 5 years after the death of
Voldemort. There are still adventures to be had at this Wizarding
School... This event is for all ages, and is a good introduction for
those new to roleplaying.

Fri 2:00PM
Tabletop Board/Card Games
E-170 Euphoria
by Timothy Russell, Dystopia building, 4 hrs, 6 players, Game, Tried it, 18
and older
Building a better dystopia

E-200 Moonrakers

by Joseph Ramirez, 2 hrs, 5 players, Game, Newcomers, Any age with parent
playing.
Moonrakers is a game of shipbuilding, temporary alliances, and
shrewd negotiation set in a space-faring future. The players form a
E-131 Beyond the Sun
loose band of mercenaries, but while they are united in name, actual
by Scott Mills, 3 hrs, 4 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, All ages
alliances are shaky as players are pitted against each other in the
Beyond the Sun is a space civilization game in which players collec- quest to become the new leader o
tively decide the technological progress of humankind at the dawn
E-157 Quacks of Quedlinburg
of the Spacefaring Era, while competing against each other to be
by David Reed, Quacks of Quedinburg, 3 hrs, 5 players, Game, Newcomers,
the leading faction in economic development, science, and galactic
13 and older
influence. The game is played over a variable number of rounds
Miracle doctors and quack surgeons have gathered in one place to
until a number of game-end achievements are collectively claimed
showcase their healing remedies. Players draw from their ingredient
by the players. The winner is the faction with the most victory
bag in hopes of creating the best potion. Beware! A few too many
points, which are obtained by researching technologies, improving
'special' ingredients could cause your pot to explode!
their economy, controlling and colonizing systems, and completing
Fantasy/SciFi Miniatures
various achievements and events throughout the game. On a turn, a
F-147 Gaslands
player moves their action pawn to an empty action space, then
takes that action. They then conduct their production phase, either by Gaslands NorCal, 4 hrs, 5 players, Game, Newcomers, Character/
Armies Supplied, All ages
producing ore, growing their population, or trading one of those
Learn to play Gaslands! Gaslands is a tabletop game of postresources for another. Finally, they can claim up to one achieveapocalyptic vehicular mayhem. With fast and cinematic rules, it is
ment, if possible. As players take actions, they research new techdesigned to be played with toy cars, allowing players to ram, skid
nologies that come in four levels. Each technology is one of four
types (scientific, economic, military, commercial), and higher-level and race their way through the wreckage of a burnt-out Earth!
technologies must match one of the types of tech that lead into it.
Thus, players create their own technology tree in each game, using
Fri 4:00PM
these actions to increase their military strength, to jump to different
habitable exoplanetary systems, to colonize those systems, to boost
Tabletop Board/Card Games
their resource production, to develop android tech that allows
E-132 Wonderland's War
growth without population, and more.
by Scott Mills, 4 hrs, 5 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, All ages
E-111 Traveller TCG
The Looking Glass has shattered, madness is being drained from
by Brian O’Hara, 5 hrs, 6 players, Game, Tried it, 18 and older
the inhabitants, and war has come to Wonderland. Alice, Mad HatA card game with trade, exploration and combat in Marc Miller's
ter, Red Queen, Jabberwock, and Cheshire Cat must gather all that
classic RPG setting, The Third Imperium. Traveller is a card game they can while playing nice at the Hatter's Tea Party before going to
adaptation of Marc Miller's classic Science-Fiction role-playing
battle! In Wonderland's War, 2-5 players take the role as a faction
game. Players assume the role of ship Captains plying the mains of leader who has been invited to the Hatter's tea party. Drink tea and
the Third Imperium. The basic mechanics are an icon-driven race
eat cake as you move around the table drafting cards to gather your
game, with ample opportunities to interact with, and even engage in forces, build your towers, upgrade your leader, and recruit Wonderpiracy against, other players. All Captains must also contend with a landians to your cause — but one must be careful as shards of the
hostile galaxy and the looming threat of insolvency.
Looking Glass are spread throughout Wonderland. Once all the
plates are empty, the Tea Party is over and war begins. Use the
Fantasy/SciFi Miniatures
forces you gathered to battle your enemies in familiar locations, but
F-121 Star Trek Fleet Combat
make sure not to draw your Madness chips or your supporters will
by Rick Godsey, 8 hrs, 12 players, Game, Newcomers, All ages
abandon your cause and you will be out of the fight. Can you musThis is a space combat game in the star trek next generation uniter enough strength to win the battle, or will you just try to comverse where you out shoot out wit and out maneuver your opponents. It's easy to learn and anyone can play. Star Trek knowledge is plete Quests instead by meeting the right conditions such as gaining
region bonuses and set collection throughout the game? After all
not required.

Fri 1:00PM
Tabletop Board/Card Games

the battles have been fought, a truce is called and everyone meets
back at the tea party to plot their moves for the next fight. After
three rounds, the faction with the most points will be crowned as
the new leader of Wonderland!

Open Role Playing

R-191 Special Mobile Force 2060

by Gary Townsend, Mutants & Masterminds 3rd Edition, 8 hrs, 6 players,
Game, Some tabletop gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, 13-17 with parent
playing
The US Special Mobile Force is an organization under the DoD
and the DoJ. They police people with superpowers, called hyperabilities, as well as cybernetics and high technology like mecha. A
shipment of new mechs for the US government has gone missing.
Your squad must find it before it's too late.

Fri 5:00PM
Tabletop Board/Card Games
E-201 Antematter
by Joseph Ramirez, 3 hrs, 6 players, Game, Newcomers, 13 and older
Antematter is the first and only poker strategy board game. 3-6
players enter a lore rich universe and take command of a unique
crew of spacefarers, each vying to plunder, smuggle, gamble and
bluff their way to supremacy. Featuring a blend of Texas Hold ‘Em
poker and strategy gaming, Antematter is a true genre-buster with
something for everyone. Players choose one of six crews to command. Each crew has its own deck of "crew cards," which can be
used in game to gain advantages on your opponents (more on that
later). Each round of play is divided into loot and poker phases.
During the loot phase, players maneuver their three ships around
the board, collecting salvage and cargo as they go. Once everyone
has moved, players have the opportunity to further their ill gotten
gains with a round of Texas hold 'em. First player to 4,000 credits
wins.

E-159 Wizards of Middle Earth

by Ralph Montano, Middle Earth CCG, 4 hrs, 5 players, Game, Some
tabletop gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, 13 and older
players in which each player takes the role of one of the five wizards sent to Middle Earth to beat Sauron. You build fellowships of
heroes, gather treasures, slay monsters and rally groups of Free
People to your cause. A council can be called by the first wizard to
reach 20 points and then everyone else gets one last turn before the
winner is determined. You can also win instantly by finding the
One Ring and destroying it in Mount Doom

Historical Miniatures

H-186 English Civil war - intro and free play

by Ed Forbes, ARES EXPEDITION, 2 hrs, 4 players, Game, Some
tabletop gaming, 13-17 with parent playing
A smaller footprint version of the original Terraforming Mars
game. Faster play, but much of the same flavor as its full size brother.

E-141 Terraforming Mars all Expansions + Pathfinders

by Eric Royer, Terraforming Mars, 4 hrs, 5 players, Game, Some tabletop
gaming, 13 and older
Terraforming Mars - with Venus Next, Prelude, Colonies, Turmoil,
and the fan expansion Pathfinder! map will be randomly chosen
(Core/Hellas/Elysium)

E-171 Viticulture

by Timothy Russell, Worker placement strategy, 4 hrs, 4 players, Game, Tried
it, 18 and older
Workers planting harvesting and make wine for sale.

Historical Miniatures

H-108 3 Days of Gettysburg: Day 1

by Gary Bitters, Volley and Bayonet, 4 hrs, 6 players, Game, Some tabletop
gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, 13 and older
Day One of the Battle of Gettysburg. The Union must keep hold of
the critical terrain, while slowing the Confederate movements down

Open Role Playing
R-136 Adventure League: Wild Beyond the Witchlight:
Chapter 1
by Vera Devera, Dungeons & Dragons 5e, 4 hrs, 6 players, Game, Newcomers, Character/Armies Supplied, All ages
The Witchlight Carnival is a fairground of kaleidoscopic tents and
wagons crewed by wondrous beings, including many denizens of
the Feywild. This is no ordinary carnival; it uses magic to travel
from world to world across the Material Plane. Pre-gens can be
provided or bring a level 1 character.

Fri 7:00PM
Tabletop Board/Card Games
E-209 Machi Koro
by Jessica Rodriguez, Standard, 2 hrs, 4 players, Game, Newcomers, All ages
Machi Koro, a competitive world building game

E-123 Zombicide 1st Edition

by Antonio Morton, 3 hrs, 6 players, Game, Newcomers, Character/Armies
Supplied, 13 and older
Zombicide is a collaborative game in which players take the role of
a survivor – each with unique abilities – and harness both their
skills and the power of teamwork against the hordes of unthinking
undead!

by John Webster, Pikemans Lament (Lion Rampant), 4 hrs, 6 players,
Fri 8:00PM
Game, Newcomers, Character/Armies Supplied, 13 and older
Long live King Charles ! Or use the headman's axe ? Troops from
Tabletop Board/Card Games
the 1640s can answer this question using Pikemans Lament rules
E-208 Argent: The Consortium
based on Lion Rampant. Easy to learn, easy to play. Bring your own
by David Brubeck, 4 hrs, 5 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, 13 and
armies (30 Years war etc all good) in 28mm or use supplied armies
older
Compete to become the new chancellor at the Argent University of
Magic. Use worker placement and engine building to gather apprenFri 6:00PM
tices, research spells, and build your influence among the secretive
Tabletop Board/Card Games
voting consortium. Ranked 486 on boardgamegeek.

E-162 Ancient Civilizations of the Inner Sea

by Aaron Martin, Simplified Civilization, 4 hrs, 6 players, Game, Newcomers, 18 and older
Ancient Mediterranean civilizations

E-193 TERRAFORM MARS ARES EXPEDITION

Fri 9:00PM
Tabletop Board/Card Games

E-194 Beyond the Sun

by Ed Forbes, Stand alone game system, 3 hrs, 4 players, Game, Some tabTabletop Board/Card Games
letop gaming, 18 and older
E-198 CATAN
Increase technology to colonize planets by increasing resources and
by Arthur Chastain, Collect commodities, settle, trade, expand, 3 hrs, 4 playpopulation.
ers, Game, Newcomers, All ages
Played on random board setting of tiles and numbers. Build a settlement and roads. Expand your roads and settlements, do up
Sat 9:00AM
grades to cities to be first to score ten point and become Lord of
Tabletop Board/Card Games
Catan.

E-206 After the Empire

by David Brubeck, 3 hrs, 4 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, 13 and
older
Defend your castle from the onslaught of barbarians with siege
engines by gathering resources, buildings, refugees, and improving
your castle's walls and towers. Game has great table presence due to
plastic walls, towers, and army figures.

Fantasy/SciFi Miniatures

F-148 Gaslands

by Gaslands NorCal, 4 hrs, 5 players, Game, Newcomers, Character/
Armies Supplied, All ages
Learn to play Gaslands! Gaslands is a tabletop game of postapocalyptic vehicular mayhem. With fast and cinematic rules, it is
designed to be played with toy cars, allowing players to ram, skid
and race their way through the wreckage of a burnt-out Earth!

E-126 Codenames/Codenames Pictures

by Antonio Morton, Codenames, 1 hrs, 6 players, Game, Newcomers, 13 and
older
Two teams compete by each having a Spymaster give one word
clues which can point to multiple words/pictures on the board. The
other players on the team attempt to guess their team's words/
pictures while avoiding the words/pictures of the other team.

E-163 Colonial; Europe's Overseas Empire

by Aaron Martin, 15 th century exploration, 4 hrs, 6 players, Game, Some
tabletop gaming, 18 and older
Competitive Colonization

E-139 Mega Empires demo and play

by Eric Royer, Mega Empires, 8 hrs, 9 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming,
18 and older
Mega (Eastern) Empires! The classic game of civilization building
from the stone age to the late iron age, in its newest edition. ExHistorical Miniatures
pand your nation, build cities, defend your borders, trade with othH-156 Blood and Plunder
by David Reed, Lion Rampant, 4 hrs, 4 players, Game, Newcomers, Charac- ers, manage devastating calamities, and develop new technology
and understanding.
ter/Armies Supplied, 13 and older
Your coffers are nearly empty. Your soldiers are bored and grumbling. What to do? Let's go raiding! There are estates next door ripe
for the plucking. Unfortunately for you, rival warlords have the
same idea in mind. And they don't intend to share the booty with
anyone else.

H-144 Congo: Quest for the blue diamond in darkest
Africa
by Charlie, Congo with house rules for multiplayer, 6 hrs, 6 players, Game,
Newcomers, Character/Armies Supplied, Any age with parent playing.
Sometime during the late 19th century, three expeditions have set
out in search of the fabled Blue Diamond mine of the Congo. What
dangers will the encounter?

Open Role Playing

R-180 Harry Potter- 5 Years After Voldemort
by Helen Brubeck, D&D 5e, 5 hrs, 6 players, Game, Newcomers, All ages
Play as a third year Hogwarts student, 5 years after the death of
Voldemort. There are still adventures to be had at this Wizarding
School... This event is for all ages, and is a good introduction for
those new to roleplaying.

Sat 10:00AM
Collectible Card Games
C-160 Wizards of Middle Earth
by Ralph Montano, Middle Earth CCG, 4 hrs, 5 players, Game, Some
tabletop gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, 13 and older
players in which each player takes the role of one of the five wizards sent to Middle Earth to beat Sauron. You build fellowships of
heroes, gather treasures, slay monsters and rally groups of Free
People to your cause. A council can be called by the first wizard to
reach 20 points and then everyone else gets one last turn before the
winner is determined. You can also win instantly by finding the
One Ring and destroying it in Mount Doom

E-202 Potion explosion

by Joseph Ramirez, 1 hrs, 4 players, Game, Newcomers, All ages
Complete your potions using the marbles you collect, and drink
them to unleash their magical power. Remember, though, that to
win the Student of the Year award, being quick won't be enough:
you'll also need to brew the most valuable potions in Potion Explosion!

E-183 TIme of the Daleks

by John Ottenhoff, Doctor Who Time of the Daleks, 4 hrs, 7 players, Game,
Newcomers, Character/Armies Supplied, Any age with parent playing.
Semi-cooperative board game based on the Doctor Who TV show.
Each player must help stop the daleks but also try to be the first to
reach Gallifrey.

Historical Miniatures

H-117 Saxons versus Vikings
by Stewart Blain, Hail Caesar by Warlord Games (with some mods), 5 hrs, 6
players, Game, Newcomers, Character/Armies Supplied, All ages
Dark Ages mass battle game. Those sneaky Vikings are up to no
good and the Saxons are gonna stop them. 4-6 players, Each player
will control a division (or two) of about 8 units. Move your men
into shieldwall and attack the enemy

H-138 Search for Black Beards Treasure

by Daniel Kerrick, Fist Full of Lead, 8 hrs, 6 players, Game, Some tabletop
gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, 18 and older
Pirates from all over have heard the tale of Black Beards Treasure.
Whispers have been heard of a treasure map that will lead the holder to the treasure. The problem is you are not alone in this search
and some of the most notorious pirates have their sight fixed on
finding that map.

Sat 11:00AM
Tabletop Board/Card Games

E-173 Captain Sonar

by Andrew Pollak, Captain Sonar rule set, 1 hrs, 8 players, Game, Some
tabletop gaming, 13 and older
Captain Sonar base game, no prior experience required. Submarine
battle simulation, with two teams of four (Captain, Navigator, First
Officer, Engineer) competing against each other.

E-195 Exodus Fleet

by Ed Forbes, Updated version of the card game, 3 hrs, 5 players, Game,
Some tabletop gaming, 13-17 with parent playing
Build ships, mine planets, scout space, and transport people

Sat 12:00PM
Tabletop Board/Card Games
E-203 The Big Book of Madness
by Joseph Ramirez, 2 hrs, 5 players, Game, Newcomers, Any age with parent
playing.
The Big Book of Madness is a challenging co-operative game in
which each player has their own element deck that they build during the game and use for several purposes, such as learning or casting a spell, adding a new element to their deck, destroy or healing a
curse.

Historical Miniatures

H-103 1805: The Usual Bloody Nonsense
by Alex Fabros, Black Powder, 6 hrs, 8 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, Bring Character/Armies, 13 and older
Austrians and Russians fighting against the French. The exact scenario To Be Determined 28mm miniatures.

Open Role Playing

by Eric Lindberg, Sword and Spear, 4 hrs, 6 players, Game, Some tabletop
gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, All ages
After the Viking Era, Norway fell into civil war. In January of 1162,
King Inge was attacked by his nephew, Haakon Herdebrei on the
ice of the Oslo Fjord. Betrayed by his Islemen allies, Inge must
hold out while his brother gathers reinforcements. 15mm miniatures. Sword and Spear rules.

Open Role Playing

R-182 Pathfinder 1st Edition
by John Ottenhoff, 4 hrs, 7 players, Demo, Newcomers, Character/Armies
Supplied, Any age with parent playing.
Running a game to show Pathfinder 1st edition to new players

ConSim Board Games

W-105 Battle of Beneventum (275 BC)
by Roger Mark, Command and Colors Ancients (modified), 4 hrs, 8 players,
Game, Some tabletop gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, 13 and older
The Battle of Beneventum (275 BC) was the last battle of the Pyrrhic War. It was fought near Beneventum, in southern Italy, between the forces of Pyrrhus, king of Epirus in Greece, and the Romans, led by consul Manius Curius Dentatus. The result was a Roman victory (possibly strategic) and Pyrrhus was forced to return to
Tarentum, and later to Epirus 28mm miniatures using a modified
Command and Colors Ancients Epic system Scott Hayes Memorial
Event

Sat 2:00PM
Tabletop Board/Card Games

R-190 Transformers War for Cybertron - Foray

E-175 Eclipse Second Dawn For the Galaxy

by Gary Townsend, Essence20, 8 hrs, 6 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, 13-17 with parent playing
The Autobots and Decepticons crashed here on Earth into what
would become Mt. Shasta sixty-five million years ago. Having awakened in the present day, you are an Autobot tasked by Optimus
Prime with gathering intel on Decepticon activities on Earth and
defending humans from Decepticon raiders.

E-168 Lords of Waterdeep w/ Scoundrels of Skullport

by Andrew Pollak, It's a board game with rules, 3 hrs, 6 players, Game,
Some tabletop gaming, 13 and older
Sprawling 4X (Explore, Expand, Exploit, Exterminate) conquer the
galaxy game. Lotsa research, lotsa ships, lotsa battles. There are
many mysteries to discover. . .but beware, the great old ones lurk at
the center of the galaxy!

ConSim Board Games

by Arthur Chastain, Worker placement board game, 4 hrs, 5 players, Game,
Some tabletop gaming, 18 and older
W-133 Death of an Army
Through your agents you recruit adventurers and complete quests.
by Jerrold Thomas, Great War battles, 6 hrs, 4 players, Game, Some tabletop
Expand your treasury to purchase buildings to spread your influgaming, 18 and older
ence. Choose wisely and become Lord of Waterdeep.
Refight the First Battle of Ypres in 1914 using the Great War BatE-210 Machi Koro
tles system. Game tweaks allow for a tense 34-player struggle..
by Jessica Rodriguez, Standard, 2 hrs, 4 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, All ages
Machi Koro, a competitive world building game!
Sat 1:00PM

Tabletop Board/Card Games

E-122 Cosmocracy
by Antonio Morton, Improv, Debate, and Vote, 1 hrs, 6 players, Game,
Newcomers, Character/Armies Supplied, 13 and older
In Cosmocracy players argue over randomized sci-fi themed topics
by making up facts and pandering to the other alien races to win
votes and become the next President of the Galaxy.

E-151 Dune: House Secrets

by Cale Sommers, 3 hrs, 4 players, Game, Newcomers, 13 and older
House Atreides has fallen and Arrakas is once more under the control or the brutal House Harkonen. A team of four people brought
together by chance will need to unravel a mystery that could change
the balance of power.

Historical Miniatures

H-145 12th Century Norway - King Inge's Last Stand

E-204 My Little Scythe

by Joseph Ramirez, 2 hrs, 6 players, Game, Newcomers, Any age with parent
playing.
My Little Scythe is a competitive, family-friendly game in which
each player controls 2 animal miniatures embarking upon an adventure in the Kingdom of Pomme. In an effort to be the first to earn
4 trophies from 8 possible categories. Some of My Little Scythe’s
mechanisms are inspired by the bestsel

Fantasy/SciFi Miniatures

F-149 Gaslands
by Gaslands NorCal, 4 hrs, 5 players, Game, Newcomers, Character/
Armies Supplied, All ages
Learn to play Gaslands! Gaslands is a tabletop game of postapocalyptic vehicular mayhem. With fast and cinematic rules, it is
designed to be played with toy cars, allowing players to ram, skid
and race their way through the wreckage of a burnt-out Earth!

Historical Miniatures

by Andrew Heilborn, Root board game, 4 hrs, 10 players, Game, Newcomers,
All ages
H-109 3 Days of Gettysburg: Day 2
Root! The game of woodland domination, determination, and trade!
by Gary Bitters, Volley and Bayonet j, 4 hrs, 6 players, Game, Some tabletop
This will be using all expansions. Hirelings, Advanced Setup, both
gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, 13 and older
boards will be available, allowing for two separate games.
Day 2 of Gettysburg. The Confederates probe for weaknesses in
Historical Miniatures
the Union position. Stuart is gallivanting around leaving Lee blind

H-119 Saxons versus Vikings

Sat 3:00PM
Tabletop Board/Card Games
E-196 Beyond the Sun
by Ed Forbes, Stand alone system, 3 hrs, 4 players, Game, Some tabletop
gaming, 18 and older
Increase technology to colonize planets by increasing resources and
population.

E-125 Star Trek: The Next Generation Interactive VCR
Board Game

by Antonio Morton, VCR/DVD Game, 2 hrs, 6 players, Game, Newcomers, Character/Armies Supplied, 13 and older
A renegade Klingon named Kavok has hijacked the USS Enterprise
-D and set course for Qo'noS at maximum warp. The crew, the
players, must re-take the ship and stop Kavok before he reaches
Klingon space and starts a war with the Federation.

Open Role Playing
R-165 The Original 1983 TSR AD&D Ravenloft

by TREVOR SHERMAN, Advanced Dungeons & Dragons (1st Edition), 7 hrs, 6 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, 13-17 with parent playing
In Ravenloft, the PCs receive a plea for help from the Burgomaster
of Barovia to save his daughter from the vampire Count Strahd von
Zarovich. The PCs must then use all their abilities, innovation, and
wit merely to stay alive, not to mention destroy the evil vampire.
Done at its best, this is one of the most thrilling, dangerous, deadly,
and exciting modules around.

by Stewart Blain, Hail Caesar by Warlord Games (with some mods), 5 hrs, 6
players, Game, Newcomers, Character/Armies Supplied, All ages
Dark Ages mass battle game. Those sneaky Vikings are up to no
good and the Saxons are gonna stop them. 4-6 players, Each player
will control a division (or two) of about 8 units. Move your men
into shieldwall and attack the enemy

Sat 6:00PM
Collectible Card Games
C-152 Babylon 5 CCG
by Cale Sommers, 2 hrs, 4 players, Game, Newcomers, Character/Armies
Supplied, 18 and older
It is the dawn of the 3rd age of mankind and the place is Babylon 5.
Humans and aliens act and scheme to achieve their ends. Will you
be the diplomatic Minbari, the militaristic Narns, the plotting Centari, or the Humans trying to make the Babylon Project from failing?

Tabletop Board/Card Games

E-205 Titans
by Joseph Ramirez, 3 hrs, 5 players, Game, Newcomers, 13 and older
In Titans players lead an Army with a mythical Titan into Battle.
There are 4 Nations to choose from, one of the European empires
of that time - Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, Russia, Sweden,
and the Ottoman Empire. Players will use a shared deck of Order
Cards that will allow them to recruit Units

Fantasy/SciFi Miniatures

F-107 To Reign in Hell

Sat 4:00PM
Collectible Card Games
C-161 Nazgul of Middle Earth
by Ralph Montano, Lidless Eye CCG, 5 hrs, 6 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, 13 and older
each player takes the role of one of nine Nazgul commanded by
Sauron. Your companies of trolls, orcs or minions will gather treasure, slay villages and recruit armies (or dragons) to your cause. An
audience with the Dark Lord can be called by the first Nazgul to
reach 20 points and they everyone else gets one last turn before the
winner is determined. You can also win instantly by finding the ring
and taking it to Sauron’s towe

Tabletop Board/Card Games
E-207 Mission: Red Planet

by David Brubeck, Mission: Red Planet (second ed.), 3 hrs, 6 players, Game,
Some tabletop gaming, 13 and older
Each player controls a Victorian-era mining corporation determined to exploit the unprecedented resources of Mars. Send an
expedition to the Red Planet, mine its minerals and ice, and become
incredibly wealthy in the process. Ranked 312 on boardgamegeek.

Sat 5:00PM
Tabletop Board/Card Games
E-214 Root

by Mike O'Brien, Reign in Hell, 4 hrs, 4 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, 18 and older
A beer and pretzels skirmish game of Demonic combat. Definitely
tongue in cheek but it has adult themes and violence. Learn to play,
or bring your own cabal. I’ll be running a new scenario from the
book.

Historical Miniatures

H-187 DBA intro and free play. 3000 BCE to 1550
by John Webster, DBA, 4 hrs, 11 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming,
Character/Armies Supplied, 13-17 with parent playing
DBA 3.0 introductory games available and free play. Bring your
own armies (15mm) or use host armies. DBA is a small ancients
wargame (12 units in army) that can lead to deep tactical play.
Games are usually less than 2 hours. Cheat sheet for rules supplied

Open Role Playing

R-137 Adventure's League: Wild Beyond the Witchlight:
Chapter 2
by Vera Devera, Dungeons & Dragons, 4 hrs, 6 players, Game, Newcomers,
Character/Armies Supplied, All ages
When the domain of Prismeer was divided among the hags of the
Hourglass Coven, Bavlorna Blightstraw transformed her portion
into the swamp now known as Hither. Bring a level 1-2 character or
use a pre-gen.

R-185 Fiasco

by John Ottenhoff, 4 hrs, 6 players, Game, Newcomers, 13-17 with parent

playing
Fiasco is an RPG system that emulates movies like those made by
Quentin Tarantino or the Coen Brothers where everything goes
wrong and there is a lot of crazy twists and turns.

Sat 7:00PM
Tabletop Board/Card Games
E-211 Disney's Villainous

E-140 7 Wonders Armada
by Eric Royer, 7 Wonders, 3 hrs, 8 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, 13
and older
Play 7 Wonders with Leaders, Cities, and the new Armada expansion!

E-155 Concordia Venus

by David Reed, 4 hrs, 5 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, 18 and older
Combination worker placement card driven game. Travel one of
several areas of the ancient world increasing your population, gaining wealth, and spending resources to expand your commercial
empire.

by Jessica Rodriguez, Standard, 2 hrs, 6 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, All ages
Villainous, play your villain and be the first to obtain your objective! E-188 Foundations of Rome
Many expansions to choose from!
by Charlie, 2 hrs, 5 players, Game, Newcomers, 13 and older
E-197 Starfarers of Catan
The city-building board game Foundations of Rome puts you into
by Ed Forbes, Catan, 3 hrs, 6 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, 13 and the role of an architect competing to own land and build magnificent structures! Easy to learn game, but plenty of strategy.
older
Explore, discover, and trade with new planets and civilizations
E-213 Twilight Imperium - Dragon's Head
E-177 Taverns of Tiefenthal
by Andrew Heilborn, Twilight Imperium 4th edition + Prophecy of Kings, 8
by Arthur Chastain, Tabletop Board/ Card Game, 3 hrs, 5 players, Game, hrs, 7 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, All ages
We will be playing on a massive 7-player map: https://
Newcomers, 18 and older
media.discordapp.net/
Turn your tavern into the talk of the town by dice placement and
attachments/866508714088464444/1036043780249366579/
deck building. Expand your tavern to lure prestigious nobles.
IMG_20221029_152709.jpg Please note the hyperlanes and plan
accordingly. We will be drafting the starting positions.

Sun 9:00AM
Tabletop Board/Card Games

E-178 Quacks of Quedlinburg
by Arthur Chastain, Deck building/ placement, 4 hrs, 5 players, Game,
Newcomers, 13 and older
Quacky doctors and chemists have gathered in one place to create a
concoction of potions without exploding their pot. Gain points and
coin to add ingredients from your concealed pouch of chosen special ingredients to mix a potion. Play over a period of 9 turns. Who
will be the Quackiest doctor?

E-124 Zombicide 1st Edition

by Antonio Morton, 6 hrs, 6 players, Game, Newcomers, Character/Armies
Supplied, 13 and older
Zombicide is a collaborative game in which players take the role of
a survivor – each with unique abilities – and harness both their
skills and the power of teamwork against the hordes of unthinking
undead!

Fantasy/SciFi Miniatures

F-154 Encounter in Sector 53
by Russell Cowan, Babylon 5: A Call To Arms, 4 hrs, 6 players, Game,
Some tabletop gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, All ages
Though they share no border, the Earth Alliance and Narn Regime
have often been at odds. The long stretch of unclaimed space between these two expansionist dominions has seen many small conflicts, but none have become anything more. At least, none yet...

Open Role Playing

R-181 Harry Potter- 6 Years After Voldemort
by Helen Brubeck, D&D 5e, 5 hrs, 6 players, Game, Newcomers, All ages
Play as a fourth year Hogwarts student, 6 years after the death of
Voldemort. NOTE: This is a followup adventure to '5 Years After
Voldemort', but it is not necessary to have played the first adventure to enjoy this one. All ages, good introduction for those new to
roleplaying.

Sun 10:00AM
Tabletop Board/Card Games

E-143 Versailles 1919

by Aaron Martin, Great Statesmen, 4 hrs, 4 players, Game, Newcomers,
Character/Armies Supplied, 13-17 with parent playing
The winners after WW1 divide up the spoils (the world).

Historical Miniatures

H-110 3 Days of Gettysburg
by Gary Bitters, Volley and Bayonet, 4 hrs, 6 players, Game, Some tabletop
gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, 13 and older
Day 3 and it’s Do or Die time. Will Pickett make his charge? If he
does, will it succeed?

H-104 Lobsterbacks and Colonists

by Alex Fabros, Black Powder, 6 hrs, 6 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, 13 and older
Parliament and the King thought putting down an uprising by the
bloody Colonies would be easy and over quickly. It proved not to
be so. Scenario to be determined 28mm AWI

H-118 Vikings versus Saxons

by Stewart Blain, Hail Caesar with mods, 5 hrs, 6 players, Game, Newcomers, Character/Armies Supplied, All ages
Dark Ages mass battle game. Those pesky Saxons are up to no
good and the Vikings are gonna stop them. 4-6 players, Each player
will control a division (or two) of about 8 units. Move your men
into shieldwall and attack the enemy

Sun 11:00AM
Tabletop Board/Card Games
E-174 Captain Sonar
by Andrew Pollak, Captain Sonar rule set, 1 hrs, 8 players, Game, Some
tabletop gaming, 13 and older
Captain Sonar base game, no prior experience required. Submarine
battle simulation, with two teams of four (Captain, Navigator, First
Officer, Engineer) competing against each other.

Open Role Playing

R-189 Harry Potter
by Scott Ashby, D20, 4 hrs, 7 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, All ages

Hogworts is new and mysterious. Honor students room with mixed
houses, but why? A new art wing is being built; goblins argue with
the elves. In our dreams paintings come to life eat us alive! Players
who jump up, say Expelliarmis and wave their wands first will get
attack bonuses. A D20 based RPG

Sun 1:00PM
ConSim Board Games
W-106 Battle of Bagradas River (255 BC)
by Roger Mark, Command and Colors Ancients (modified), 4 hrs, 8 players,
Game, Some tabletop gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, 13 and older
Battle of the Bagradas River (the ancient name of the Medjerda),
also known as the Battle of Tunis, was a victory by a Carthaginian
army led by Xanthippus over a Roman army led by Marcus Atilius
Regulus in the spring of 255 BC, nine years into the First Punic
War. Can you do better? 28mm miniatures. Command and Colors
Ancients modified Epic system Scott Hayes memorial game

Sun 2:00PM
Tabletop Board/Card Games
E-153 Arkam Horror: 3rd Edition
by Cale Sommers, 4 hrs, 6 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, 18 and
older
Players work as a team to gather clues, defeat terrifying monsters
and find tools and allies to stand any hope of defeating the ancient
creatures that exist just beyond the veil of our reality. Play as one of
many different investigator to solve this mystery or go mad in the
process.

E-176 Eclipse Second Dawn For the Galaxy

by Andrew Pollak, It's a board game with rules, 3 hrs, 6 players, Game,
Some tabletop gaming, 13 and older
Sprawling 4X (Explore, Expand, Exploit, Exterminate) conquer the
galaxy game. Lotsa research, lotsa ships, lotsa battles. There are
many mysteries to discover. . .but beware, the great old ones lurk at
the center of the galaxy!

E-212 Machi Koro

by Jessica Rodriguez, Standard, 4 hrs, 4 players, Game, Some tabletop gaming, All ages
Machi Koro, a competitive world building game!

E-112 Terraforming Mars

by Brian O’Hara, Terraforming Mars w/expansions, 3 hrs, 5 players, Game,
Tried it, Character/Armies Supplied, 18 and older
In the 2400s, mankind begins to terraform the planet Mars. Giant
corporations, sponsored by the World Government on Earth, initiate huge projects to raise the temperature, the oxygen level, and the
ocean coverage until the environment is habitable. In Terraforming
Mars, you play one of those corporations and work together in the
terraforming process, but compete for getting victory points that
are awarded not only for your contribution to the terraforming, but
also for advancing human infrastructure throughout the solar system, and doing other commendable things

Collectible Miniature Games

M-166 Mythic Battles: Pantheon
by Mark Indiveri, Mythic Battles: Pantheon 1.5, 4 hrs, 4 players, Game,
Some tabletop gaming, Character/Armies Supplied, All ages
This Kickstarter exclusive is a hidden gem! You'll be provided a
deck of cards that will drive a powerful army of painted miniatures,
including mighty Gods, Heroes, Monsters and Troops. Unique
combat dicing and dashboard stat tracking make this a convention
favorite! Learn as you play!

